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 Abstract: This paper has for an object study, using high-tech diagnosis information system, benefic 
effects of bio-phyto-dynamic modulators for patients with hepatic diseases. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 Using informatics high-tech for computer diagnosis – the non-linear system based on 
biological magnetic field analyzed – we can determinate the influence for benefic changes and 
energy-informational transformations from plants to human organism. The modulators effect 
is renewing and protection the energy-informational field of human body, determining the 
precursory condition for the biological substrate of restore processes. 
  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

 Evaluation of bio-phyto-dynamic modulators action to different patients permitted us to 
appreciate the harmony and energy effect, opening new perspectives in relation to the 
dynamism of functional turbulences.  
 I made clinical diagnosis and therapeutically correlations by repeatable determinations 
for a 3 years period. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

 Between 2005 and 2008, 86 patients with hepatic affections came to our clinic as 
follow: 

- Chronic viral hepatitis with hepatic virus: 
– Type C – 26 cases; 
– Type B – 27 cases; 

- Hepatic cysts – 12 cases; 
- Hepatic liver – 10 cases; 
- Liver with metastases secondary modifications – these patients presented additional 

cholestatic phenomena, cholesterol sediments or gall-bladder deficiency. 
  I mentioned that all patients asked for and accept all schedules for modulators, as 
follow: hepatic region, spleen region, cervical, lumbar-sacral, solar plexus, adrenals and the 
DEA® modulator.  
 From these patients, 72% presented other affections too (cardio-vascular, metabolic, 
ostheo-articular, sequel neurological diseases). All these patients presented a straightening 
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compensatory reaction at the beginning of treatment, after the modulators’ bio-compatibility 
results as follow: 

- liver – 6,5% - 10%; 
- hepatic lob – 7,5% -  18%; 
- hepatic cell – 10% - 57%. 

 After 6 – 8 weeks from the beginning of treatment the results are as follow: 
- liver – 6% - 8%; 
- hepatic lob – 7% - 19%; 
- hepatic cell – 10% - 26%. 

 After 6 months results were the same like after 6 – 8 weeks, so only irrelevant 
differenced I had noticed. After 2 years and 6 months results are as follow: 

- liver – 34%; 
- hepatic lob – 41%; 
- hepatic cell – 48%. 

 Improvement percent at the beginning of treatment is determinate by the age of 
patients, concomitant with other affections and stage diseases.  
 I mentioned two aspects: 
- I have associate to this revolutionary therapeutically method using the modulators, many 
diet measurements and conventional treatments after accepted and imposed schedules of 
classic procedures; 
- I have chosen from all patients a comparative study group – bystanders – that followed the 
diet and treatment according to specific protocols established by Ministry of Health, with no 
modulators. 
 I evaluated the results after 2 years and 6 months and I have obtained: 
- Bystanders  
 - improvement – 26%; 
 - stationary – 31%; 
 - demise -5%; 
- patients that used modulators: 
 - improvement – 65%; 
 - stationary – 28%; 
 - demise – 1%. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 It exist a direct influence between human tissue’s entropy and devices application. 
 The entropic index was decreased, parallel with energy re-balance of organism.  
 The bio-phyto-dynamic modulators effects were proved by: 

- objectives determinations; 
- appliance after bio-compatibility results, on the adequate zones, and using the right 

number of items; 
- correlation between DIEE® and DEA® modulators that intensify the curative effect; 
- Items induce an optimal psychosomatic state and an adequate reaction to functional 

answer. 
 The modulators have as effect the regeneration of energy-informational field and, in 
the mean time, protection against harmful radiations. 
 


